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We use the nonlinear coupled-mode theory to theoretically investigate second-harmonic generation (SHG) in subwave-
length x-cut and z-cut lithium niobate (LN) thin-film waveguides and derive the analytical formula to calculate SHG efficiency
in x-cut and z-cut LN thin-film waveguides explicitly. Under the scheme of optimal modal phase matching (MPM), two types
of LN thin films can achieve highly efficient frequency doubling of a 1064 nm laser with a comparable conversion efficiency
due to very consistent modal field distribution of the fundamental wave and second-harmonic wave with efficient overlap
between them. Such a robust MPM for high-efficiency SHG in both the subwavelength x-cut and z-cut LN thin-film wave-
guides is further confirmed in a broad wavelength range, which might facilitate design and application of micro–nano non-
linear optical devices based on the subwavelength LN thin film.
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1. Introduction

A series of integrated nonlinear photonic platforms that enables
tight confinement of light at the micro/nanoscale has been con-
structed to achieve efficient nonlinear frequency conversion.
Among them, lithium niobate (LN) has garnered significant
attention for its excellent electro-optical, quadradic optical non-
linearity properties and wide transparency range. A variety of
nanophotonic devices and systems based on LN thin films have
been fabricated and realized, including waveguides[1–5], electro-
optic modulators[6,7], microdisk resonators[8–11], and photonic
crystal cavities[12–14]. In particular, subwavelength LN thin-film
waveguides with high-index contrast have raised extensive and
intensive interest in facilitating second-harmonic generation
(SHG) because they own a much smaller confinement size of
light energy than bulk LN and a more efficient spatial overlap
between interacting fundamental wave (FW) and second-har-
monic wave (SHW), which contribute to strong nonlinear inter-
actions when light transports in the waveguide.
In general, to obtain significant efficiency of SHG in crystal,

the interacting waves in crystal need tomeet the phase-matching
(PM) condition by using the birefringence PM scheme or quasi-
PM scheme[15,16]. In thin-film slab structures, the PM condi-
tions of interacting optical modes are determined not only by

the dispersion of LN material but also by the geometric configu-
ration parameters and the degree of light confinement[17], lead-
ing to the scheme of modal PM (MPM). Besides, to achieve a
high conversion efficiency of SHG in LN thin-film waveguides,
one should manage to make full use of the large non-zero effec-
tive nonlinear coefficients of LN and excellent spatial overlap
between the FW mode and SHW mode[17–20].
MPM in LN thin films has been studied before, but lacks

theoretical analysis of several critical features of SHG such as
conversion efficiency[5]. In our previous work, we developed a
systematic theory for analyzing and evaluating the quadratic
nonlinear process in z-cut LN thin-film waveguides[17].
However, for LN thin-film waveguides cut in other directions,
considering the complex anisotropy of nonlinear polarizability
tensor in the crystal and the strong confinement of the optical
field in the thin-film structure, the distribution of modal field
and the mutual coupling between them would be very compli-
cated and diversified. To exploit more feasible and effective
routes for highly efficient frequency conversion, much work still
exists that needs to be supplemented. In this Letter, we use the
well-established MPM theory, fully considering both the natural
anisotropy in linear permittivity, refractive index, and second-
order nonlinear susceptibility tensor, and derive a set of
analytical mathematical formulas of SHG conversion efficiency
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in x-cut LN thin-film waveguides. We find that both the x-cut
and z-cut LN thin-film waveguides can achieve comparable
highly efficient frequency doubling in a wide spectral range
(including the most useful wavelengths 1064 and 1550 nm),
and therefore fruitful configuration of LN waveguides can be
harnessed for practical applications.

2. Theoretical Model

Figure 1 illustrates a particular configuration of the LN thin-film
waveguide used for SHG. The waveguide is a three-slab structure
composed of a substrate layer with refractive index n0, a cladding
layer with refractive index n2, and an LN thin filmwith thickness
h. In particular, the coordinate axes are set to be collinear with
the principal crystalline orientations. For x-cut LN (z-cut LN),
the x axis (z-axis) is collinear with the optical axis (extraordinary
crystalline axis) of LN. Both the FW pump light and SHW signal
light travel along the y axis.
Two independent electromagnetic modes exist in the wave-

guide, which are denoted as TE modes (containing Ex, Hy , Hz

components) and TM modes (containing Hx, Ey, Ez compo-
nents), respectively. In our specific system of x-cut LN thin-film
waveguides, the TE mode can be called the extraordinary light
(EL) mode with refractive index ne, where the value of ne follows
the Sellmieier equation[21]. By combining Maxwell’s equations
with the boundary conditions for electromagnetic fields at
two interfaces of LN waveguides, the dispersion equation for
TE modes can be derived as

k0h�n2e − n2eff �1=2 =mπ � arctan

�
n2eff − n20
n2e − n2eff

�
1=2

� arctan

�
n2eff − n22
n2e − n2eff

�
1=2

: (1)

Here, the integer m (m = 0, 1, 2 : : : ) represents the mode
number. k0 = ω=c, where c and k0 are the speed of light and wave
vector of light in vacuum, respectively. neff denotes the effective
refractive index for guided modes; for the TE mode, neff =
ne sin θ (θ being the incident angle). Δk = 2β1 − β2 �β1 = k0nωeff ,
β2 = 2k0n2ωeff � denotes the phase mismatching between the FW
mode and SHW modes. The symbol L denotes the transport
distance, and E1x, E2x are the normalized electric field

distributions of the FW and SHWmodes along the x-axis direc-
tion, respectively. When Δk = 0, under small signal conditions,
the conversion efficiency of SHG for the EL� EL → EL PM
scheme can be expressed as
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For generally large signal situations, we have
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Here, A1�0� is the electric-field amplitude of the input FW
pump light. κ1 and κ2 are quadratic nonlinear coupling coeffi-
cients in the units of pm/V, which are closely related to the
convolution of the TE field distributions of FW and SHW in
LN thin-film waveguides and the nonlinear susceptibility tensor
χ�2�[17]. In the x-cut LN thin-film system, the form of
d �d = χ�2�=2� can be rewritten as

0
@ d33 d31 d31 0 0 0

0 0 0 −d22 0 d31
0 −d22 d22 0 d31 0

1
A, (4)

where d33 = 27 pm=V, d31 = 5.45 pm=V, and d22 = 2.76 pm=V.
For the EL� EL → EL PM scheme, both the FW pump light

and SHW signal light are EL (containing field components
E1x, E2x). Therefore, the nonlinear coupling coefficients κ1 and
κ2 have the form

κ1 = 2
Z

d33�E*1x�2E2xdz
.Z

E*1xE1xdz, (5)

κ2 = 2
Z

d33�E1x�2E*2xdz
.Z

E*2xE2xdz: (6)

Now, we have derived the accurate analytical formula for cal-
culating the efficiency of SHG in x-cut LN thin-film waveguides.
Equations (2) and (3) clearly reveal that the conversion effi-
ciency is positively correlated with the nonlinear coupling coef-
ficients κ1, κ2, and these two quantities play a similar role in the
LN thin-film waveguide as the effective nonlinear coefficient
plays in bulk crystal[22,23].

3. Numerical Results and Discussion

To achieve highly efficient frequency doubling of 1064 nm in x-
cut LN waveguide, it is necessary to use the largest nonlinear
component d33. Therefore, the pump mode and second har-
monic mode are TE modes with the same polarization, corre-
sponding to the EL+EL→EL phase-matching scheme.
Similarly, in the z-cut LN waveguide, both the pump mode

Fig. 1. Structures of the LN thin-film waveguide and the schemes of the phase
matching process. E1, β1 and E2, β2 denote the electric field and transport
constant of FW pump light and SHW signal light, respectively: (a) x-cut LN thin
film; (b) z-cut LN thin film.
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and second harmonic mode are TM modes, corresponding to
the EL+EL→EL phase-matching scheme. Assume the top and
bottom cladding media are all silica (n0 = n2 = 1.45). We fix
the thickness at 0.982 μm and 0.966 μm for the x-cut LN film
and z-cut LN film, respectively. By solving the eigenvalue of
Eq. (1), we can obtain the effective refractive index of different
optical modes and find the phase-matching points in the x-cut
LN thin-film waveguide (all the theoretical formulas used to cal-
culate the z-cut LN thin film in this paper can be found in
Ref. [17]). The corresponding modal dispersion profiles of
FW and SHW with various mode numbers and polarizations
are displayed in Fig. 2.
Interestingly, the dispersion curves of different-order wave-

guide modes in two different tangential LN thin-films have high
consistency. The fundamental mode and the second-order SHW
mode have a cross point at 1064 nm. Assume the length of the
waveguide is 1 cm and the amplitude of FW pump light is

2 × 106 V/m, a moderate value. The efficiency of SHG in two
different types of LN films is calculated and illustrated in Table 1.
We can see that under appropriate waveguide geometry con-

figuration parameters, both the x-cut LN thin film and the z-cut
LN thin film can generate highly efficient frequency doubling of
1064 nm. Moreover, the nonlinear coupling coefficients κ1, κ2
and the conversion efficiency of two different tangential LN
thin-film waveguides are close. This phenomenon can be well
explained from the perspective of mode field distribution.
For the x-cut LN waveguide, the mode conversion scheme

is TEω
0 � TEω

0 = TE2ω
2 , which contains electric field components

Ex, E2x and utilizes the largest nonlinear coefficient d33. For
z-cut LN waveguides, the mode conversion scheme is
TMω

0 � TMω
0 = TM2ω

2 , which contains electric field components
Ez , E2z , Ey, and E2y and uses nonlinear coefficients d33 and
d31

[17]. As depicted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the normalized mode

Fig. 2. Dispersion curves of EL� EL → EL phase-matching scheme in LN
waveguide for various guided modes. The red star point represents the
phase-matching point: (a) x-cut LN thin film; (b) z-cut LN thin film.

Table 1. Conversion Efficiency of LN Thin-Film Waveguide.

jκj � pm=V� η

x-cut |κ1| = 0.199d33 = 5.37 9.27%

|κ2| = 0.219d33 = 5.91

z-cut |κ1| = 0.248d33 + 0.113d31 = 7.31 13.9%

|κ2| = 0.243d33 + 0.111d31 = 7.16

Fig. 3. (a) and (b) are normalized electric field distributions in x-cut LN thin
film and z-cut LN thin film, respectively. (c) and (d) are energy flux density
diagrams in x-cut LN thin film and z-cut LN thin film, respectively. The insets
are the distributions of light intensity.
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field distributions of Ex, E2x, and Ez , E2z are highly consistent,
which results in a similar modal overlap integral. Thus, the coef-
ficient before d33 is almost the same. However, for the z-cut LN
thin film, there is one more modal overlap integral term of E2y ,
Ey, and Ez , which produces a non-negligible contribution from
d31. As a result, the nonlinear coupling coefficient is bigger than
that of the x-cut LN thin film and further results in larger con-
version efficiency. It can be seen from Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) that the
intensity profiles of two different tangential LN thin films also
have similar profiles.
It is somewhat astonishing to note that, for two subwave-

length LN thin films with almost the same thickness, and whose
crystal axes are perpendicular to each other, the conversion effi-
ciencies are comparable and large. We might assume that the
MPM and SHG efficiencies of two tangential LN thin films
are very robust. Further verifying our conjecture, we change
the thickness of the LN thin film and use Eq. (3) to calculate
the optimal MPM point and corresponding conversion effi-
ciency in two different types of LN thin-film waveguides.
The result is presented in Fig. 4(a). As the LN thin-film thick-

ness h increases from 0.8 to 2.1 μm, the PM wavelength of the
mode conversion scheme TEω

0 � TEω0 = TE2ω
2 in the x-cut LN

thin film increases from 0.969 to 1.588 μm linearly. Similarly,
the PM wavelength of the mode conversion scheme TMω

0 �
TMω

0 = TM2ω
2 in the z-cut LN thin film increases from 0.975

to 1.610 μm. Both of them cover a wide spectral window, includ-
ing the 1550 nm telecommunication band. It is worth mention-
ing that the conversion efficiency decreases almost linearly with
the increase of h, and this phenomenon can be explained from
the standpoint of energy distribution. As the thickness of the LN
thin film increases, the field energy density decreases, resulting
in lower conversion efficiency. Besides, the conversion efficiency
of the two types of LN thin-film waveguides has always stayed in
a close range, and the difference between two conversion effi-
ciencies divided by themselves gives a small value, which agrees
well with our expectations. Moreover, by enlarging the pump
power, it is easy to achieve much higher conversion efficiency.
For instance, we select the parameters of the LN thin-film wave-
guide to be consistent with those used in Fig. 2, and the calcu-
lation results are displayed in Fig. 4(b).

4. Conclusion

We have used the nonlinear coupled-mode theory to investigate
the SHG process in x-cut LN thin-film waveguides, made a com-
parison with the z-cut configuration under the MPM scheme,
and derived the analytical formulae for calculating the SHG effi-
ciency qualitatively and quantitatively without complicated
numerical simulation. We have found appropriate geometric
parameters of thin-film waveguides for specific wavelengths
as 1064 and 1550 nm and calculated the conversion efficiency
of SHG.We are surprised to find that robust MPM exists in sub-
wavelength x-cut and z-cut LN thin-film waveguides. Under the
similar structural parameters of the LN thin-film waveguide, the
normalizedmode field distribution andmodal field overlap inte-
gral of x-cut and z-cut LN thin films are highly consistent, which
results in close values for SHG efficiency. By rationally adjusting
the geometrical and physical parameters of the LN waveguide, a
highly efficient frequency doubling of 1064 nm or other wave-
lengths can be readily achieved. Such robustness would be very
useful for designing, constructing, and applying high-efficiency
micro–nano nonlinear optical devices based on the subwave-
length LN thin film.
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